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1. INTRODUCTION 

As an aid in fire season (June-October) thunder
storm forecasting, the Redding Fire Weather 
Office has been using a lifted index derived from 
data taken at several mountaintop fire lookout 
stations in northern California. This technique is 
simple to use and has proven to be very useful. 
The purpose of this paper is to share it with other 
areas that have the necessary terrain but that 
may not have been taking advantage of it. 

2. DISCUSSION 

Stability indexes in general are only part of what 
needs to be considered in thunderstorm forecast
ing. Their usefulness can be further limited by 
differences in time, location, and terrain between 
the area of interest and that of the RAOB. As an 
example, in the Redding Fire Weather District, 
stabilities derived from RAOBs taken at Medford 
and Oakland are of some use. since Intrusions of 
moist air often reach portions of our district 
without getting to either RAOB site. When this 
happens, the RAOBs may give the stability of an 
air mass quite different from the one affecting 
our district. Thus, a more detailed look at the 
stability picture can be very helpful. 

One way to obtain this increased detail is to use 
data from mountaintop fire lookout stations 
(Mihelic 1958), many of which take weather 
obser vations used in helping to determine fire 
danger. Unlike data from lower elevations, or 
even high valleys, the wet-bulb temperature of 
the mountaintop stations can usually be assumed 
to be representative of the free air moisture 
content of the atmosphere in the lower levels. It 
can, therefore, be used to derive a stability index 
as explained below. There can be problems with 
this assumption. For example, in the Redc;ling 
district moist air intrusions from the PaCific 
through a long valley leading through the epast 
range can result in unrepresentative readings 
from the Limedyke lookout (see location on Fig
ure 3). However, once potential problems such as 
this have been identified, they can be spotted 
fairly easily. 

A lifted index can be derived from this moisture 
data and the upper-air temperature (~OO :"mb) 
inter polated between the normal RAOB network. 
This is made easier when the lookout reports its 
wet-bulb temperature, as is usually the C'ase, 

since the wet-bulb temperature defines the same 
moist adiabat intersecting the level of the report
ing station that would have been arrived at using 
the station temperature and dew point and lifting 
it to saturation. This moist adiabat can be 
followed to the SoO-mb level and compared with 
the 50o-mb temperature interpolated between the 
normal RAOB network giving an index of stability 
(Figure 1). We have constructed a nomogram to 
simplify these computations in Redding (Figure 2). 
The heights of the lookout stations are deter
mined by locating their altitudes in the standard 
atmosphere. The lookouts used in the Redding 
district are mostly located between 4500 and 8000 
feet. The stabilities produced by this method 
have a range of values similar to those of stan
dard lifted inqexes. 
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Figure 1. Lifted Index Computation. 

Currently at the Redding Fire Weather Office, we 
use the data from lookout reports taken at 0700 
local time. These are used to check the accuracy 
of the previous afternoon forecast, which is up
dated in the morning, and to .provide a starting 
point for the forecast valid the next day. 

3. PROCEDURES 

To determine the usefulness of the scheme, hourly 
radar summaries from most of the summer 
seasons of 1976 and 1977 (August 1977 was not 
available) were examined for the amount and 
distribution of thunderstorm activity. A compari
son was made between the potential for thunder-
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Figure 2. Lifted Index From Forest Lookout 
Stations in the Redding Fire Weather District. 

storms as determined from the Medford and 
Oakland soundings (K value and Showalter Index), 
and that indicated by the lookout data, to see 
which fit the observed activity best. The main 
emphasis was on how well changes in the indexes 
indicated changes in the amount and location of 
thunderstorm activity. 

The emphasis was put on the trends of the stabil
>-t ity values. This was felt to be more useful to the 
: forecaster in indicating daily changes in thun-
8 derstorm activity than the use of specific yes or 
; . . no values, or of trying to correlate certain ranges 
~ of sta~i~ity values with ranges of thunderstorm 
C probabIlIty. Thus, some values would usually be = considered so unstable as to indicate a likelihood 
~, of thunderstorms, even if they showed a trend 
~ towards more stability. Others would be too 
C'IJ stable for any activity, even if they showed a 

trend to lower stability. But a wide range of 
'values would obtain significance primarily from 
the values leading to them. 

Also included for comparison was an objective 
technique by Oertel. This technique gives the 
probability of thunderstorms anywhere in the 
Redding district from a combination of results 
derived by using the mean winds over the district 
at 500 mb, as well as the Showalter Indexes from 
Medford and Oakland. The inclusion of the upper
level wind flow is significant since thunderstorm 
activity in northern California is highly dependent 
on the direction and strength of this flow (Hansen 
1965, Oerte!). 

To determine how useful the lookout stabilities 
are as an aid in thunderstorm forecasting for 
small areas, the Redding district was divided into 
five sections (Figure 3). Thunderstorm activity in 
the Sacramento valley was not investigated since 
the lookouts are primarily located in, and their 
data are " used ' for, the surrounding forests. The 
reports from Baldy Mountain and Limedyke were 
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used for the northwest section. Goat Mountain 
and Limedyke were used for the southwest, Happy 
Camp and Burney Mountain for the northeast, and 
Dyer Mountain and Smith Peak were the primary 
lookouts used for the southeast. Inskip Hill and 
Burney Mountain were used to establish a trend in 
the southeast, if the primary stations had oppos
ing trends. 

Figure 3. Redding Fire Weather District. 

The data from Medford and Oakland as well as the 
objective study and .a combination of all the 
lookout reports were compared with changes in 
activity in the district as a whole. Days with 
significant observed changes in thunderstorm 
activity were noted and the effectiveness of the 
different indexes in showing these changes was 
eValuated. Tables I and II show the results of this. 
If a change was correctly indicated by a particu
lar index, the case was added to its "correct" list. 
If the index went the wrong way, an "incorrect" 
was given. If the index did not indicate a change, 
its range of value was clearly outside the appro
priate range, or a mixed indication was shown, a 
"no trend indicated" was given. For example, if 
an increase in activity occurred and the indexes 
for an area actually showed less stability than the 
day before, but even at the lower value would 
have to be considered too stable for thunderstorm 
activity, then the change in activity was not 
considered to have been properly represented and 
a "no trend indicated" was given. 

Many of the failures of the stability fndexes were' 
due to rapid changes occurring after the time of 
observation. The stabilities usually showed a 
trend towards lower stability on the day after an 
increase in thunderstorm activity that had not 
been indicated. This happened whether or not 



there was any further increase in activity, and 
even when ,there was a decrease. This situation 
accounted for many of the false indications of 
increased activity shown in Table III. The specific 
area lookout indexes were disproportionately 
affected by this since the moisture intrusions 
(usually from the south or southeast) resulting in 
the thunderstorms frequently reaching some and 
occasionally all of the forest areas where the 
lookouts are located without making it to Oakland 
or Medford. In these jcases the Medford and 
Oakland stabilities usually indicated no change on 
either day. 

intrusions of moisture from the south often ~ pro
duce lower stability readings on both sides of the 
Sacramento valley in the southern portion of our 
district. Since different upper-level wind llows 
favor thunderstorm development on different 
sides of the valley, adding wind flow information 
to the stability data can help the forecaster in 
determining which of the stability readings is 
giving him the best indication of thunderstorm 
activity. ' 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The stability indexes derived from data taken at 
mountaintop fire lookout stations in the Redding 
fire-weather district can provide more useful 
guid ance for thunderstorm forecasting than the 
K-value or Showalter index calculated using the 
RAOB stations nearest our area (Medford and ' 
Oak land). They are especially helpful in delinea
ting differences in thunderstorm activity over 
rela tively small areas since the several different 
reports received from our area can depict the 
stability of the air mass over the forests with 
much more detail than the RAOB stations. They 
can provide an excellent starting point for thun
derstorm forecasting, especially when combined 
with other information, such as the upper wind 
flow, and certain systematic errors known by the 
forecaster. 

This technique should be similarly effective in 
other areas with varying terrain. Hopefully other 
forecasters will feel this technique worth investi
gating for their area and find it useful. It should 
also be possible to collect lookout data for a large 
area, several western states for example, and 
readily produce a m ueh more detailed analysis of 
stability conditions than is possible using the stan
dard RAOB network. 

Also examined were days when there was no , or 
only very little change in observed activity. The 
indexes were examined to see if this would have 
been expected if a forecast had been based upon 
them. Table III gives the results of this. ", CaSes 
were totaled where a false change one way :or the 
other was indicated. If opposing trends were 
forecast by the two stations in an area, no trend 
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was considered to have been shown and the case 
was not counted as a ' 'false indication. The various 
indexes were also not considered to have given a 
false indication of change in cases where they 
showed a stabilizing trend but no thunderstorms 
occurred on either day, or when a decrease in 
stability. was shown but heavy activity was al
ready occurring. 

Cases in which the thunderstorm activity develop
ed overnight were difficult to fit into this scheme 
and a few were not included in this study. 

4. RESULTS 

An examination of the results shows that the 
lifted indexes derived from the lookout stations 
of len did a better job and were never significantly 
worse than any of the examined indexes based on 
the Medford and Oakland soundings or our local 
objective method; 

In the "observed increase" cases (Table I), both 
the increases in northern California as a whole as 
indicated by the general trend of the lookout 
indexes and the fncreases in specific areas as 
shown by the appropriate lookout indexes did 
clearly better than any of the other methods. 

1A1lLF. I ~ DAY:;; 'hI1ft ~~ U!kiQIVED il :~I:lA:)J:; II, 1lIUI;n EIt.. .. i\llil l ,,~ ''' IVITY '59 

~1"AIlIL I'1'Y :u.w>x 
CuftjllCT :[,f.,.O,..i~T 1:0 i"!-.i.IJ! 

CAS,;:) ,'xU'D Tl,,}aJ rl.n~ , .. ::.D 
.tPx 2J 7 (J~) 7 (3m ) 9 On) 

~liO\lAL'11:Ji 

cl.\K 25 ) ( I ~) 3 (l 2~ ) 19 (7 6%) 

,IFH 21 8 (3 8% ) 5 (24%) B (JR:'i) 
J( Vi. UJJ:; 

u;.K 21 J (II.!! ) 2 ( lOt) 16 (76%) 

LOCAL OtJJhCTIVL :i'l"LlY 
'9 6 U2% ) ~ (26?:) " (1.2%) 

';P!:.Clt' IC 56 25 (45;() 10 (18%) ~I (37%) 
LOOr.OUT lJ,,"\A Al!LJI" 

Gln;RAL 24 12 (SOl) 2 (B:<) 10 ( 4~) 
111M 

The lookout indexes improvement over other 
methods was not as great in the "observed de
creasell cases (Table II). The two types of lookout 
derived indexes remained at approximately 50% 
correct but there was an improvement to or near 
the same level by B. few of the other indexes. 

In the "false-start" category (Table III), where an 
index indicated a change that did occur, the 
results were fairly close. The poorest perform
ance would seem to have been that of the specific 
area lookout reports. However, it should be 
remembered that these forecasts are for areas 
about 1/5 the size of the Redding district but 
were still done with similar accuracy to the 
methods used for the district as a whole. Also 
many of these false indications occurred in one 
readily identified and repeated situation, dis-
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cussed below. Thus, the lookout station method 
generates useful information as to the specific 
location of the thunders torm activity that would 
not be available from the general area methods. 
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'.cABLE II 

DAY':) ill'ill llH OBJLitVlill UEGICAUJ, III 'i'IiUJIDEllu'l'OHH ACnVITY 
, 

LOi"iliCT I I.C;OilhECT NO TllliW 
~ 'l'ABILI'l'Y I1,i)LX C;A~ES 'l'}C.blID 'l'i(LhD rt.DIC';'l'ED 

l·ti-'h 23 10 (43%) 5 ( 22';' ) 8 (35';) 
~HO¥.rA.L'i'EH 

OAK 22 11 ( 50;;() 4 ( 1 ~: ) 7 (J2~;) 

:I1'H 23 9 (:J9% ) 7 (JO~) 7 (JO'q I 

r~ VAIn, 
OAK 22 8 (36~O 4 (I?:',) 10 (45 ~~) 

LOCAL i, j j j..; ~ .LTIV.i:.. ,j'-l'U ,j¥ 23 10 (43'<) 4 ( 17;'() 9 (J9~!) 

j P;.LlfIG 
53 26 (49'';) 8 (15% ) 19 (J6'!: ) .,-- ~ ". 

il.l;".:.t • .:,) 

LOt -;:,uL'l J." r.{J\ 

(5Z<) (30;;') 4 ( 1 7:~) Q;] ,J:,M L 23 12 7 ,,]ucA 

','ABLE II I 

NO OFJ:;},J(Vr.D CJ-i.AI:Gl..0 II: Tlllfl.DEi t<:i'1'OW'l ACTIVITY 

S'fABILITY TImEX GA~l::S 
.!I lDI Ch'fiill n~ ~rIC A'!TLV 
Il;ChlJ;UE lJl.(;} tEi\~;l; 

IlFl( 4; 4 (9%) 0 
::)H01li.\L'.I.'BR 

OhK 41 4 ( 10% ) 0 

JoIn, 43 6 ( 14:&) 1 (2%) r. VALUE 
OAK 41 0 1 (2):) 

LOCAL OBJ ~:(; '!'IVB ;iTlJDY 38 5 ( 13;() 1 (3~) 

Si'ECIFIC 109 30 ( 28'~) 4 (4%) LOOtOUT id·£'~AS 
:JA~:A GElJlili.AL 43 

AHl<:A 
3 (7%) 0 
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